






In the absence of a star-behind-the-bar making the cocktail, 
consumers must have guided curation to take the raw product, 
a fabulous Tequila, radiant Gin or sophisticated Whiskey, and 
transform that into the finished product. 

By curating fresh, balanced non-alcoholic mixers with that raw 
product and providing simple education on how to enjoy, the 
consumer has a guaranteed great cocktail experience at 
home.

PHONE-TO-DOOR Custom Cocktail Kits



Markets



Platform

Cart Size
$68

Monthly Unique Users
68,000

Unique Users
750K

Campaign Impressions
600K

Return Customer Rate
30%



Sourced Consumers

Age

21 - 24 25-34 35-44 45+

45%
32%

17%
5%

City

Austin New York Los Angeles
Dallas San Franisco Other

34%
19%

16%14%

10%

7%

Females
65%

Males
35%



Consumer/Media Response

“From Sourced, I recently ordered a cocktail called the 
Evening Standard. What arrived was a full bottle of 

Sazerac Rye and a smaller bottle of apricot-Demerara 
syrup and bitters; making a delicious apricot-laced riff 
on an Old Fashioned that was as simple as mixing the 

two together in the proportions spelled out by the 
accompanying instructions.”

“Be the boss of the year (or host to your friends) by throwing 
a happy hour with Sourced Craft Cocktails…bartenders 

deliver kits to their attendees homes, and then host a virtual 
intro to the drink…Individuals in those cities can order 

batches of cocktails as well. In addition to giving strapped 
bartenders work, a portion of proceeds goes to the U.S. 

Bartenders Guild.”



THE COMPANY WE KEEP

• 6+ years of Festival, concert, Fortune 500 
Activations, Enterprise, B2B, and B2C expertise. 

• We curate the highest level custom cocktails, 
custom branded to your needs. 



Bartender’s Response

Sourced is hiring out of work 
bartenders to deliver our cocktails 

to consumers homes – helping them 
earn a livable wage while their 

restaurants and bars our shutdown 
or at limited capacity. 
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